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Executive Summary
Fiona Lucas is the founder of the boutique social media agency,
iRespectOnline and creator of parenting education program, Futureproof Your
Kids. Through these business ventures, Fiona has become a well known public
figure nationally for her contribution to online reputation and cyber safety for
businesses, individuals, parents and students. The social media expert runs one
on one consultancy sessions on social media management, seminars and
presentations on online reputation and safety, and online forums for concerned
parents. She has published a self-titled book for the Futureproof Your Kids
series and is currently working on her highly anticipated follow up guide
Fantastic Futures. Her works are evidence based, well researched and she also
brings questions and challenges to encourage debate.
Fiona Lucas is also a theorist in the field of social media, having established the
4 R’s Reputation Framework which has been referenced in educational settings.
Through all of these projects, Fiona one clear mission- to make sure your social
media presence reflects your values and is forming a positive reputation.
The following media kit is aimed at the media, fans, investors and contributors
to allow further insight into the highlights of Fiona Lucas’ career. The kit
includes details on media appearances, guest contributions, live appearances
and keynote presentations. Her impact on businesses and schools through
social media training and education is clear. With chapter previews and key
quotes from Futureproof Your Kids, testimonials of her services and a sneak
peek into her Fantastic Futures, you will receive an in depth understanding of
Fiona Lucas. Her business life, her experience, her successes and her future
projects.
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Contact Information
Media Inquires
For All Media Inquires Please Contact
media@irespectonline.com
1300 855 237
Events Inquires
For All Events Inquiries Please Contact
contact@irespectonline.com
1300 855 237
Review Copy Requests
For All Review Copy Requests Please Contact
contact@irespectonline.com
1300 855 237
Fan Inquires
For All Fan Inquiries Please Contact
mail@irespectonline.com
1300 855 237
Social Media
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/iRespectOnline

Twitter

https://twitter.com/irespectonline

| @irespectonline

https://twitter.com/FPYKforum

| @FPYKforum

Instagram

https://instagram.com/irespectonline/

Pinterest

https://www.pinterest.com/irespectonline/

LinkedIn

http://www.linkedin.com/company/irespectonline

Blog

http://www.irespectonline.com/blog/

Tumblr

http://irespectonline.tumblr.com/

Forum

http://futureproofyourkids.com/

Other Inquires
For All Other Inquiries Please Contact
contact@irespectonline.com
1300 855 237
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Company
Executive
Profile

Overview
Fiona is the author of Futureproof Your

Meet Fiona Lucas

Kids© and creator of the Four Rs

Fiona Lucas is the founder of

a simple four-step frame work to help

Reputation Framework©. She has created

iRespectOnline, a Social Media & Online

parents guide their children as they enter

Reputation Educator focused on helping

the world of social media. The driving

businesses and individuals to create a

motivation is Fiona’s deep interest in

strong online reputation. She is

ethics, good governance, and trust-base

passionate about making the online world
a more supportive and respectful
environment for all through authentic and
truthful representation.
Through her work in the online
environment and in education, Fiona

relationship-building in the online space
along with her own experience of bullying.
She is of the belief that everyone needs to
be aware of the need to manage their
online presence in an authentic way and
has recently adapted the four-step
reputation framework for the business

recognised the importance of bringing the

environment. Recognised as a thought

concept of reputation management to the

leader and well respected in the cyber-

forefront of online education and business

safety and reputation field; she contributes

strategy. With 15 years’ experience in the

blogs to various sites including Business

education sector combined with her
social media and business background,
Fiona recognised the damage which can
be caused to a reputation through the
poor use of social media. Social media is
a brilliant tool for magnifying messages,

Chicks and Happy Parenting, and is a
member for the Advisory Panel for
KidTrack in the USA as well as a program
partner for the Australian Government
Stay Smart Online National Cyber Safety
initiative. In addition to her experience,
Fiona is a lifelong learner and has

but unfortunately it magnifies mistakes

mentored with some of the leading names

too.

in social media in the world including Amy
Porterfield, Andrea Vahl, Mari Smith and
Donna Moritz.
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Her qualifications include a Bachelor of
Commerce Degree (including majors in
eCommerce, Human Resource Management
& Accounting),Cert IV Training and

Fiona getting her message across at
Portarlington Primary School

Assessment, IT Certification and she was
previously an associate CPA. She is a social
media branding strategist, blogger, and
mentor, and previously worked in education
for 15 years as a Strategic Finance/HR
Business Manager. She was deeply
involved in many school- based committees. Her
first business was established in 1996 providing
administrative and secretarial services. Fiona was
a finalist in the 2013 Mamamia’s Most
Clickable Women Awards.
Fiona says, ‘I have always
been someone passionate
about helping others to grow,

Fiona presenting at the No2Bullying
Conference, April 2014

and equally passionate about ethics and
transparency. The online environment
continually was showing
me that there are some real gaps in the
way we are engaging online, which often
has damaging results”.

Fiona launched her first book “Future
-proof Your Kids” a guide for parents
in June 2013. This complements her
current eBook series for business and
individuals. She is currently writing
her new book “Fantastic Futures”
which explores the positive use of
social media for school leavers,
entrepreneurs and those seeking a
career change.
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Business Overview
iRespectOnline

Philosophy and Purpose

“Damage to business reputation comes from a
mismatch or misinterpretation of what is said about
your business (or you), and the reality of others’
experience of you.”

iRespectOnline is a boutique online reputation and social media education
provider aimed at helping business owners and professionals build a strong
and purposeful online presence. Fiona asks the hard questions and works
with each individual or group to provide an authentic “voice” to their audience.
Aligning their purpose and values is imperative to build strong communities.
The “voice” must match the experience people have with the professional
and/or their business and organisation. Loud “hype” and advertising puffery
does not cut it for progressive organisations in today’s world. iRespectOnline
ensures that individuals and organisations utilise social media to their
advantage, developing reputable online profiles that mirror their true value.
Established in 2012, iRespectOnline offers insight into the online world
through seminars, workshops, training, blogs and hands on social media set
up, implementation and maintenance for businesses, parents and educators.
http://www.irespectonline.com/

Futureproof Your Kids
Futureproof Your Kids is a social enterprise dedicated to help
keep our children safe online through awareness, education
and discussions. Through books, online forums and
educational presentations, Futureproof Your Kids has become
a household name opening parents eyes to the online “playground” for their
children. Parents are offered insightful information on the online world that
both they and their children are delving into, regarding cyber safety, privacy
and reputation. Advice is offered on ground rules and social media
management for parents to protect their kids in the social playground and
introduces the 4 Rs Reputation Framework© on Respect, Responsibility,
Resilience and Research to assist in this transition from new users to
educated contributors.
Get involved at www.futureproofyourkids.com
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Product
Information
Business ServicesiRespectOnline

Workshops, Training and Presentations
 Introductory Social Media and Online Reputation Presentations
 Individual or Small Group Workshops- Social Media Platforms, Customer
Engagement, Consumer and Copyright Law In The Social Media Space,
Negative Feedback Management

 LinkedIn Training- Team Training, Beginners and Advanced Individual
Training

 Reputation Management Workshops
 Facebook Workshops
 Facebook Presentations

Social Media Development
 LinkedIn Profile Setup/Rework and
Individual Training







Social Media Policy Development
Engagement Policy and Terms of Use Development
Social Media Marketing Strategy Development
Marketing Strategy Audit (Online and Offline)
Social Media Management
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Parents Services
Workshops, Training and
Presentations
 Futureproof Your Kids Presentations
 Parent Seminars- School Council, Parent
Committee, other school groups, Mothers
Groups, Community groups







Privacy and Safety Workshops
Facebook Familiarisation Workshops
One on One Consultation
Coming Soon- Futureproof Retreats
Parent Online Support Group Setup

Teacher and Educator Services
Workshops, Training and
Presentations
 In School Online Privacy and Safety
Seminar Targeted at Parents and
Teachers/Non-Teaching Staff

 Online Bullying and Harassment
Management Training For School Staff

 Mental Health Awareness in the Online
Sphere Seminars
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Futureproof Your Kids
Futureproof Your Kids- The Forum
FUTUREPROOF YOUR KIDS IS A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
DEDICATED TO HELP KEEP OUR CHILDREN SAFE ONLINE
THROUGH AWARENESS, EDUCATION AND DISCUSSION

Futureproof Your Kids- The Forum, arose from Fiona’s recognition that parents
were struggling to find a safe space to discuss their concerns about their
children in the online space. It is an online interactive forum where parents can
share their questions, concerns and experiences in relation to their children’s
use of social media and technologies. The forum is overseen by an expert
panel of cyber safety advisors, technology experts, family councillors and child
psychologists.
As with any parenting practices, there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to social
media issues. The forum is designed for parents to communicate with other
parents in similar situations. It enables them to develop strategic approaches to
dealing with their issues based on the guidance, advice and opinions offered.
Along with the ability to share problems and solutions with fellow parents,
parents also receive free expert advice, videos, tips and information on making
the online playground a safer environment.
Sign up now at http://www.futureproofyourkids.com/
Join our community at http://www.facebook.com/futureproofyourkids/
Partner opportunities are available, email partner@futureproofyourkids.com for more
information
Follow @FPYKforum
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Futureproof Your Kids Book
Futureproof Your Kids is the first book by
iRespectOnline and Futureproof Your Kids
founder, Fiona Lucas. It explores the
questions and concerns parents have
surrounding social media use when it
comes to their kids.

“The ultimate guide for parents to help them understand the
online world and navigate their children through the ‘social
media playground’.”
Do You Relate To These Statements?
 I keep reading and hearing things about the internet
that make me nervous and afraid for my child

800
Books Sold
Hard Copy &
eBook

 I am committed to making sure my child is safe online
 I don’t want to be over-controlling or over-protective- but I don’t feel
confident about what my kids might do online

 I want to be proactive and communicate with my children about the online
environment

Futureproof Your Kids’ goes to the next level, tackling the
issues parents are really struggling with
Based on the Four Rs Reputation Framework ©, Fiona will guide you through
the things you need to know in language that is easy to understand. Offering
advice and helpful suggestions along the way, this framework gives both you
and your children a guide to tackle the online world with.
Parents will learn how to:
Develop their child’s ability to question what they see and do online
Teach their children how to handle themselves in the online environment
Encourage strong online social etiquette in their children
Encourage their children to protect and respect their online reputation
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Futureproof Your Kids Book
Product Availability
Futureproof Your Kids is available in paperback copy (Australia only) for $34.99
eBook and Kindle versions are available for online purchase for $20.00AUD at
http://www.irespectonline.com/future-proof-your-kids-book/
It is also available to school libraries via
James Bennett www.bennett.com.au

Futureproof Your Kids
Protecting your Children in the Social Media
Playground
First Published by iRespectOnline© in 2013
PO Box 3177, Waurn Ponds, Vic 3216
1300 855 237
www.iRespectOnline.com
ISBN: 978-0-9875193-0-6
Copyright ©Fiona Lucas 2013
Editor: Antonia Medhurst
Book Cover Design & Illustrations by Deborah Park at Mookoo Designs.
www.mookoodesigns.com.au | facebook.com/mookoodesign
Typesetting: Michelle Pirovich
www.thesqueezebox.com.au
Printed in Australia: Nicholas & Vivienne Kane
ExcitePrint Prahran VIC 3181
Inspiration and support provided by Viv, Sandy, Janina, Elizabeth and Mel
All rights reserved. No part of Future Proof Your Kids- Protecting your children in
the Social Media Playground may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior permission of the
author.
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Promotional
Information
Live Appearances
Through both iRespectOnline and Futureproof your Kids, Fiona presents at
conferences, seminars and workshops for business, schools and communities.
Her most significant conferences and events include the following:








Surfcoast Secondary | Teen Forum Keynote | 1 June 2015
Murrumbeena Primary School | Online Superheroes | 20 May 2015
Portarlington Primary School | Parent Education Program | 2013, 2015
Small Business Festival | 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015
No2Bullying Conference Presenter | 2014
Happy Parenting Free Online Conference- Raising Adolescents, Teens and
Tweens | Helping your teen have a health social media “diet” | November
2014








Geelong Regional Library | Open Mind Lecture Series | 2014
Stay Smart Online Information Sessions | Country Victoria | 2013, 2014
Small Business Buffet- Small Business, Smart Business | 2014
Healthy Geelong | Mental Health Week | 2013
Small Biz Vic Workshop | Reputation Marketing | August 2013
Social Media for Politicians | CDP Conference | 2012

You can see Fiona in action at these upcoming
events


Futureproof Your Kids Forum Launch |

2015


ES Conference | October 2015



Surfcoast Women in Business | Community

Workshops | 2015
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Media Appearances
iRespectOnline is a well respected service within the
Geelong and surrounding communities, as is Futureproof
Your Kids. Both of these services have received
significant recognition in the media. Fiona Lucas is also
known for her expertise and positive impact in the
community and has been featured in, or contributed to,
several articles as listed below:

 How to Stay Fine Online | Fiona Lucas | Geelong
Advertiser | 28 April 2015 | Read Here

 Anti-Social Media/ Tinder and Facebook Pose New Pitfalls for Parents of
Social Media Savvy Teens | Johanna Leggatt | Herald Sun | 10 April 2015
| Read Here

 Futureproof Your Kids- Australia Day Book Review | Jill Smith | Personal
Blog | 26 January 2015 | Read Here

 How I Got Here with Fiona Lucas | Tianna Nadalin | Geelong Advertiser and
GT Magazine | August 2013 | View Here

 Online Impact | Geelong Advertiser GT Magazine | July 2013 | Read Here
 Helping Kids to Play Nice in the Online Playground | Ruby Magazine | July
2013 | View Here

 Mamamia | Most Clickable Women Awards Finalist | 2013 |

View Profile

Here

 Fiona Lucas | Fostering Positive and Respectful Online Interaction Through
iRespectOnline | Y Magazine | February 2013 | Read Here

 Socially Skilled Lead Blogger |

View Posts Here

 KidTrack- Safer Cell Phone Usage Advisory Board and Contributor | View
Profile Here

 You Just Can’t Say Anything | Geelong Advertiser | November 2011 | Read
Here

 Happy Parenting Author | Blog Series |

View Profile Here

Read More of Fiona Lucas’ Work and See Her Articles at www.irespectonline.com/blog/ | http://fionalucas.net.au/
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Interviewer Resources
Futureproof Your Kids’ Key Quotes
Social media is a bit like Hotel California. You can check out
any time you like, but your data never leaves
-

Social media has become a portal for our children as they grow into adults. It
plays a huge role in helping them develop emotionally and socially, however it
also acts like a microphone, amplifying these stages

-

For today’s child, their online and offline lives blend almost seamlessly
 One Billion Facebook Users
 25% of users don’t bother checking security settings.
 In 2012, over 17 Billion location tagged posts and check-ins were
logged globally.
 Links about sex are shared 90% more than others,
 72 hours of video are added every minute on YouTube,
 99 million blogs on Tumblr,
 96% of Australian population with internet access are on Facebook,
 1 in 5 Americans said they have been concerned about disturbing text
or phone messages,
 41% of users in USA and 47% in Australia say they access and interact
on social media whilst watching TV

-

Studies have shown that children who have great communication with
their parents tend to achieve better at school and are less likely to
become victims of bullying

-

The number one thing we can do as parents is to be present in the space
(On Monitoring Apps) Please do not use (these) monitoring services as a
substitute for your observation during their early years online

-

The Four Rs Reputation Framework is based on a simple concept of four
domains, which each contribute to the way we develop and the way we
engage with and are perceived by others

-

Set clear guidelines and expectations, underpinned by a mutually developed
agreement

-

Respect your body and aim for a balanced social media diet
If you think your child is being cyber bullied then take action immediately
Encourage your child to accept responsibility for their own online presence and
this will empower them.
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Webinar Topics
Business Builders
 Introduction to social media and your business’ online reputation
 Social Media Platforms (Facebook, Linkedin, Visual Platforms:
Instagram/Pinterest)

 Blogging
 Customer Engagement: building and engaging with online communities
 Consumer & Copyright Law in the Social Media Space (general
information)

 Reputation Management including Handling the Haters – trolls and
negative feedback

 Reputation & Reviews
 Social Media Strategy Development and Planning
 Social Media for Politicians
 Social Media and Local Business
 Social Media for Celebrities/Actors/Authors
 Protecting your Business Data in the BYOD Environment
 Safety and your Children in the Online Space

Futureproof Your Kids Series
The Social Media Playground (parents)
The Social Media Monster (parents)
Be an Online Superhero (primary school students)
Mental Health and Wellbeing in the Online Space
Mobile Devices and Safety

Custom presentations can also be put together for your specific event/webinar.
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FAQ
Question 1: There is a lot of misinformation online- how are teens managing this?
How can parents help?
With mind-boggling amounts of information available on the internet, it is a highly
educational tool. However, it has the ability to allow individuals to contribute
sometimes with uneducated and inaccurate information or with extraneous
advertising. To avoid misinformation, we centre our approach around the final R in the
Four R’s Framework- Research. We encourage teens and parents to question
everything they see on the internet with a sense of curiosity. Is this a marketing
advertisement or factual information? The next step is to examine the material- what
kind of piece are they looking at? A news report, journal, article, blog, advertisement? Is
this from a credible source- is the company name/individual associated with the report
reputable? You can see through a quick Google search whether they exist and have a
strong background on the subject. Also question the content. Is the company
discussing an issue actually producing products that have a direct association with the
topic? For instance is a report on obesity coming from a fast food franchise? If so, it is
most likely just a public relations and marketing campaign. Is it real of an infomercial?
Educating yourself and your children on how to approach information on the internet is
the key to manage the misinformation.
Question 2: How can parents help their teens to find balance when using
technology?
It is extremely important that teens have a balance between online time and outside
play. Evidence suggests it is unhealthy for children to have excessive screen time.
Every day your child should turn off their devices, whether it is a computer or mobile,
during a designated time to practice self-discipline and engage in other activities. Their
online and offline world blend seamlessly so, as parents, you might prefer that you look
after the device during the designated time. Make sure all devices are put aside during
meal times and family events to promote face-to-face social interaction. Pay particular
attention to online games and don’t allow your children to use them from more than 2
hours in a day and use a screen time chart to map screen activity and physical play. It
is important that children are incorporating physical activity into their day to keep a
balance between an active brain and active body for health purposes.
Question 3: We hear and read stories about negative experiences and bullying
online- how can we help our children develop positive online experiences?
Educating our children from the beginning of their social media life is essential to
develop positive online experiences. Some tips for children and teens are to
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1. Keep privacy settings tight and only share information with people that you are
physically friends with,
2. Never open emails from someone you don’t know,
3. If something makes you uncomfortable online tell a parent or a trusted adult,
4. Never share their passwords with anyone except your parents,
5. Don’t use bad language or offensive words online,
6. Don’t ‘friend’ strangers online especially those who don’t use a real name or
have a photo,
7. Don’t brag about money or valuables items online,
8. Don’t share stories or pictures without checking whether they might be a hoax,
9. Set a timer for every 10-15 minutes to rest eyes from the screen,
10. Practice using the Four Rs- Respect, Responsibility, Resilience and Research
online,
11. When using games discuss the privacy and security settings with parents; and
12. Never send photos of yourself with others online or on apps.
Question 4: How can I try and protect my children online?
The number one thing we can do as parents is be present in the space. Once you
understand how the online playground operates, you can educate your children on
how to be safe. There needs to be a balance between trust and control online. Building
a strong relationship with your child so that they are more likely to share information
with you will allow this. This can be achieved through allowing your child to be in
control and take the lead, being positive and supportive- allow them to guide the
session and try and not be judgemental of things that your child likes, and step in only
if there is content that is not age appropriate.
Question 5: What should I be aware of when it comes to downloading apps?
Monitor the apps that you and your children download. While some apps are
downloadable for free, they may have promotional pop-ups for upgrades which can be
costly. Particularly for online games, level upgrades or to buy new lives often pop-up
during the game. These are advertisements that have a hook, line and sinker approach
which is tempting for children and sometimes they don’t require credit card details to
download with automatic billing to PayPal or an account. Some apps will also take a
child outside of the app onto the web. Educate your children that when a pop-up
appears they need to ask you first before clicking anything.
Question 6: What should I do if my child is being bullied online?
If you think your child is being cyberbullied then take action immediately. If you are
concerned for their wellbeing contact Parent Helpline, Life Line, Reach Out or have
your child contact Kids Help Line immediately. It is important to communicate regularly
15

with your child about bullying and cyber bullying. Often approaching your child’s
teacher is a great first step. There are many agencies available to assist including
Bullying. No Way! www.bullyingnoway.gov.au and National Centre Against Bullying
www.ncab.org.au. If you’re not sure whether they are being bullied, look out for these
signs- changes in sleeping patterns and eating patterns, frequent tears or anger, mood
swings, becoming withdrawn or starts stammering, becomes aggressive and
unreasonable, refuses to talk about what is wrong, begins to target siblings, stops
using the computer or avoids the computer and mobile phone, or alternatively
constantly checks messages. You may also observe changes in friendship groups,
changes in appearance, or your child may begin or threaten self-harm. Further
indications are that your child doesn’t want to go to school, skips school, starts getting
into trouble at school or grades begin to drop. The number one thing to do is be
proactive, engage with and educate yourself on what your child is doing online. Leave
the kids helpline number on fridge or near computer- 1800 55 1800

Sample Interview Questions and Topics
-

What is your number one tip for parents trying to educate their child on social
media?

-

What is the line between supervising and controlling your child online?

-

Tell us about your next book, Fantastic Future and when will this be launched?

-

You compare the online world to a playground when it comes to kid’s
engagement. Is social media all fun and games? How does this resonate with
parents?

-

What is the 4 Rs Reputation Framework ©? Where have you derived this from
and how can we implement it in all social media use?

-

What apps are our kids using and what should we be aware of?
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Fan Resources
Futureproof Your Kids Chapter Preview
Introduction
The future for the next generations has never been brighter- with more
opportunities and less boundaries for following their dreams; but alongside these
great opportunities comes greater exposure on a global scale. Technology
continues to evolve and it’s vital that you understand NOW and take control so you
can help to futureproof your child. You may already be using social media such as
Facebook regularly yourself or perhaps you haven’t dared. Whether you love them
or hate them, social media platforms are here to stay and your child is growing up
technically savvy and connected from the moment they are born. That photo you
or your friend just tweeted, posted or texted right from the birthing suite is the
beginning of your child’s social media experience. This is your child’s new
playground! Right alongside the swings and slides, is a whole new world waiting to
be explored. Just like an outdoor playground, parents need to introduce children to
the equipment, instruct them and observe them so that their children stay safe and
don’t break a bone. The difference is that unlike a playground, where you go,
interact and leave, social media is a bit like Hotel California. You can check out
any time you like, but your data never leaves.
Social media networking and the internet are still relatively young; social media
networking is only just becoming an adult itself, and therefore we should take a
softly, softly approach as we introduce guidelines to help address issues which
have arisen during this rapid period of growth.
Throughout the book, the author, Fiona Lucas, introduces iRespectOnline’s Four Rs
Reputation Framework’ to help you to gain a deeper understanding of the online
environment and demonstrate how you can help to protect and educate your
children. This book aims to give you, the reader, greater understanding of how
social media networking works, why children love it, and most importantly, how it
can affect their reputation in the future. As conscientious parents, we know these
are the things that worry you most.
The simple four step framework is built around the domains of respect (for self and
others), responsibility (of parents and children), resilience (our ability to reason and
recover from adversity and negative experiences) and research (encouraging our
children to inquire and question before accepting information).
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Futureproof Your Kids Chapter Preview Continued
How is (or how will) your child be perceived online? The long-term
consequences of a poorly managed online reputation can be far more
devastating than a broken limb. A poor reputation can influence acceptance in
schools, clubs and jobs as you child grows. The wrong exposure, or lack of
control or understanding of consequences, can sometimes lead to bullying,
online harassment or even criminal charges.
When we go online, our exposure to ‘the public’ is much greater. Because we
recognise how big this really can be, in his book we explore both the good and
bad sides of this exposure, and even give you ideas for setting up an ideal
environment for your online family to engage more safely. The old adage ‘the
family that plays together stays together’ is still very true.
We will introduce the ‘playground’, help you to set out some ground rules and
assist you in setting up your own personal safety net. Through the Respect
domain, the concept of social media etiquette and digital citizenship is
examined. In Responsibility we explore the relationship between how we
interact and how we react. Through Resilience, the harder issue of
cyberbullying is also discussed. Ignoring bullying can be devastating- for the
victim and also for the ousted bully. We believe it is getting harder for bullies to
hide online (thank goodness!) but we must work together to ensure our
children are resilient and well-equipped with firm structures in place should
they experience bullying, so that action can be quickly taken to minimise harm
all round.
To encourage good digital citizenship and further promote respect online, the
final domain in the framework, Research encourages both parents and children
to explore the validity of what they find online. To question, and not accept
immediately as fact, information that is found. Developing the abilities to
question and analyse in order to make a decision are skills that really can help
you to future proof your child.
Finally, the book provides you with worksheets, guidelines for starting
discussions with your children, and even formal agreements you can make
with them as they become more self sufficient on the web.

Thank you for purchasing this book and welcome to the playground- come on
and take a ride!
18

Fantastic Futures Sneak Peak
Following on from Futureproof Your Kids, Fantastic Futures is the second
book in the parenting and online safety series by Fiona Lucas.

Fantastic Futures explores social media as a platform for career development.
Aimed at school leavers, entrepreneurs (both young and experienced) and
those considering a career change, Fantastic Futures will guide you through
how to utilise social media as a platform for success and how to present
yourself appropriately to the world wide audience.

Along with social media platforms, this book acknowledges the world wide
webs’ capacity to store information, some of it that is unwanted or has been
deleted off of private profiles- previous unflattering or distasteful photos posted
on social media, rants that include inappropriate language and so on. What
does this mean for online reputation in relation to employment opportunities?

For entrepreneurs, current and aspiring, Fantastic Futures gives insight into
social media as a reputable tool for their projects and how to leverage its
power.

The highly anticipated Fantastic Futures is expected to be released by the
end of the year. Watch this space!
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Media Reactions
Testimonials
Thank for the session last week, it was
very informative and mega-helpful. I feel
confident in using LinkedIn as another
business tool instead of being
overwhelmed by it. You did an excellent
job in presenting!

“A Brilliant Session! Well
Presented and Valuable Content”

“This was an excellent introduction. I

“Really informative, very
helpful. Great interactions with
the group. Thank you”

really appreciated the content and the
pace. I look forward to taking the
information back to the office and making
it work for me

Fiona is my go-to person for all things about online reputation
and cyber safety (as a social media strategist and a mum!) She
knows her stuff and her book “Future Proof Your Kids” is one of
the best books on cyber safety and online reputation
management for kids that I have seen. She cares. Really she
cares about our kids and her experience in the education system
and as a mum shines through. She also has a knack for giving
advice in plain language that academics, teachers, educators,
marketers or parents can use and apply”- Donna Moritz

“Lots of energy and
humour”

“WOW! WOW! WOW! I can’t believe how thorough and
what incredible service Fi provided for me and my
business. Her knowledge, tips and suggestions have
ignited a passion within me to absolutely WANT to
brand myself and the business correctly and proudly.
Her enthusiasm is infectious and literally overnight I
have implemented a couple of strategies that have left me
feeling so much more on top of things and now as
overwhelmed as I was!! Thank you Fiona Lucas! You
have made me look at my branding in a different by
more AWESOME perspective- it excites me now to think
about aligning it all and taking my business to the 20
next
level! You rock and iRespectOnline rocks too!!!”

Testimonials Continued
Warrnambool Library Feedback:

“Hi I really like the information
provided by Fiona. I have now dealt
with Fiona on a professional level
and honestly have never met
anyone with so much knowledge
and advice in regards to social
media and marketing as well. I
thoroughly praise and recommend
Fiona and any other person or
business with this amazing person.
I can only congratulate her so
much, but have a chat to her and
you’ll be confident you have made
the right business decision. Thank
you Fiona”
“As a mum working in social media,
too often I met parents who don’t
really understand the social
networking space, and how it
affects their kids. Fiona Lucas has
written the ultimate handbook for
parents wanting to step into the
online space to help guide and
protect their children. This book is a
valuable read”- Amy PorterfieldFacebook Trainer & Speaker

“Fiona’s style was very relaxed and the audience
were extremely responsive to her presentation. At
times they were noisy and enthusiastic, at other
times they were totally, eerily silent. They were at
all times fully engaged. The presentation went for a
full 90 minutes and not one person exited before
the end. They oral feedback at conclusion was
extremely positive.”

“We can either stick our
heads in the sand and refuse
to acknowledge the world
that our children are growing
up in or heed the educated
advice of iRespectOnline
and gain the knowledge
required to guide our
children through this
technology advanced
environment. I’d rather be
informed than ill-informed!”

“A great readthanks”

“Fiona Lucas has taken the elephant in
the room and put it firmly on the table.
There is a lot of commentary about
social media and children, but not a lot
of practical advice-until now.
Futureproof Your Kids is a fantastic book
that every parent needs to read”Andrew Griffiths- Author
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